
VIDEO PRO X5 
New highlights in detail
Performance

New proxy editing mode
Edit HD material as easily as DV material. 
Using the new proxy editing feature Video 
Pro X5 creates an easily editable version of 
the original video file either automatically or 
manually. This provides smooth navigation 
on less powerful computers or when working 
with long GOP files. The software will run 
smoothly even if the computer is overloaded 
with realtime effects, multitrack constructs 
etc. The new extra options in the video 
monitor for deactivating effects and plugins, 
and reducing frame rate or resolution mean 
the program's behavior can be further 
customized. Video Pro X5 reuses the original 
files when exporting. A shining example of 
how to combine optimal workflows with first 
rate output quality.

Optimized 3D support
The integration of Intel Media SDK means 
that MAGIX Video Pro X5 has much better support for MVC files and all current 3D 
camcorders.

Look & Feel

Optimized toolbar in the timeline
In response to customer feedback the toolbar in the timeline has been redesigned to 
optimize the workflow. The most important mouse modes are now accessible with a single 
click, making the editing process faster and more efficient while saving time and mouse 
movement.

Optional guides
Theses guides help you navigate and maintain your orientation within the timeline. In 
MAGIX Video Pro X5 they can be switched on or off depending on your requirements.



New render dialog
MAGIX Video Pro X5 now offers a central graphical progress monitor which displays the 
most important information, from disk space, to the amount of data exported right through 
to how much time is remaining. The render dialog is also gleaming with tons of new 
features. There is now the option to automatically shut down your computer, so the dialog 
can be minimized while rendering. Even pausing is now possible, allowing other processes 
to make full use of the computer's power if necessary.

Professional effect plugins

Including NewBlueFX ColorFast: High-quality color correction:
NewBlue ColorFast is an integrated plugin that combines professional color correction with 
detailed color grading into a single workflow. The "Spectra Color Isolation" technology 
allows precise control of color adjustments either in particular sections or in the entire 
video image.

Including broadcast quality titles: NewBlueFX Titler EX
NewBlue Titler EX is a professional level title creation plugin. Ease-of-use combined with 
impressive lighting effects and textures guarantee the perfect look for your movie. 

NEW! Reduce video noise and grain: Neat Video 
By supporting the separately available plugin "Neat Video" Video Pro X5 makes use of the 
most efficient filter for removing video noise available. Neat Video effectively reduces the 
following kinds of noise: sensor noises produced by digital video capturing devices such as 
camcorders and DSLR's, grain visible in digitized movies or analog videos, compression 
artifacts and more.

Find out more:
pro.magix.com
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